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Life is a journey that starts anew each day. 

Our lives are forever graced with fresh footsteps, so surrender to your wanderlust.  

The world is calling. 

Discover. Explore. And never look back.
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Allura . A WORLD of  ENCHANTMENT.
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The  
OCEANIA CRUISES® 

dif ference 

EXQUISITELY CR AFTED CUISINE

The Finest Cuisine at Sea®

A variety of distinctive open-seating  
restaurants, all at no additional charge 

Gourmet cuisine curated by world-renowned 
Master Chef Jacques Pépin

CUR ATED TR AVEL EXPERIENCES

Award-winning itineraries featuring 
more than 600 alluring destinations

Spectacular port-intensive voyages featuring 
overnight visits and extended evening port stays

Epicurean enrichment programmes,  
including immersive Culinary Discovery Tours™  

in the world’s most fascinating destinations 

SMALL SHIP LUXURY

Small, luxurious ships catering to 
no more than 1,250 guests

Exceptional personalised service

Elegant resort casual ambience

Aquamar® Spa + Vitality Center
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Answer the call of  
Allura and embrace the 
continued evolution of  
Oceania Cruises. 

The siren song of the sea has captivated mariners for 

millennia, and on board Allura, our newest ship draws 

you into her embrace with enticing new venues and 

thoughtful, innovative features. The magnetism of  

Oceania Cruises’ signature residential luxury, renowned 

culinary experiences and exceptional service creates an 

inimitable journey of discovery.



The captivating joy of the shared moment is sparked by the luxury of space.  

Whether space to relax, re�ect, contemplate or celebrate, the expansive comforts  

of home set alight our eternal fascination with the unexplored and the mysterious.

Allura brings limitless possibility and unbounded solace with a curated blend of 

grand spaces and intimate oases as Oceania Cruises once again rede�nes the  

essence of the journey.

a sense of 
SPACE
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experience
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G R A N D  S T A I R C A S E  

An Iconic Entrance
Each Oceania Cruises journey begins when you 

enter the soaring atrium where you are met with a 

truly grand welcome – the iconic Grand Staircase 

that is a dynamic focal point of each of our ships. 

Allura’s signature Grand Staircase is a curvaceous 

wonder of tactile details that invites exploration of 

your home at sea.

The design was inspired by organic elements  

and evokes a sense of movement, re�ective of the 

allure of travel and the excitement of hidden lands. 

The ascending stairs embrace a glistening �oor-to-

ceiling pillar of crystal and light that sets the tone  

for the illuminating voyage ahead.
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M A R T I N I S 

A Social Mecca
The lounge known as Martinis is far more than a place to sip 

a signature cocktail – although its namesake libation alone is 

reason enough to spend time here. Martinis is a glamorous 

destination that welcomes guests to a warm, inviting setting 

amidst walls of shimmering glass under a canopy of crystal. 

The chic elegance of Allura’s Martinis imbues this classic 

gathering space with a brilliant evocation of art and culture. With 

an air of both sophistication and ease, this space provides the 

perfect backdrop for extraordinary evenings. Simply gather with 

friends in your favourite alcove and let the memories be made.
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G R A N D  L O U N G E 

The Joy of Gathering
The entrancing glamour of Allura’s Grand Lounge plays 

with shape and form to create visual elements that 

are striking even as they are understated. The colour 

palette is an ode to metals and minerals with shades of 

bronze, onyx and alabaster lending both balance and 

interest. The resulting space conjures exclusivity and the 

warm feel of a luxurious living room, inviting guests to 

relax and enjoy an aperitif before dinner or a nightcap 

as they relive the day’s adventures with fellow explorers.
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H O R I Z O N S 

The Draw of Infinite Views
The most distinctive feature of aptly named Horizons 

is the lounge’s dramatic �oor-to-ceiling windows, 

offering 180 degrees of stunning views that hint at the 

adventures to come. This space celebrates the essence 

of Allura by showcasing the magical call of that which 

lies beyond the horizon. To ensure that you can fully 

appreciate these tantalising panoramas with a relaxed 

familiarity, Horizons is appointed with comfortable 

residential furnishings in soothing tones that create a 

sense of home, even as the view assures you that you 

are far from it.
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L I B R A R Y 

A Window to the World
Providing a cosy getaway from the bustle of daily life, 

the Library is a guest favourite, so special care has 

been taken to ensure it exudes tranquillity and a sense 

of belonging. Glass walls offer views of the serene 

seascapes beyond, and within this literary sanctum, 

Allura’s tasteful design selections complement an 

enticing collection of books and periodicals. Reconnect 

with a time when the written word was our window to 

the world in an atmosphere of effortless comfort. As 

a devoted reader, come back soon as we reveal more 

design details of this treasured space. 
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A Q U A M A R  S P A  +  V I T A L I T Y  C E N T E R 

A Luxurious Retreat
Allura will not only chart a new course to enticing ports of call but also reveal new paths 

to wellness through the Aquamar Spa + Vitality Center. Our alluring holistic wellness 

centre is the foundation of a commitment to well-being that informs the entire  

Oceania Cruises experience. Rejuvenating treatment areas, a state-of-the-art �tness 

centre and a spacious new salon are all dedicated to your personal wellness journey. 

The crown jewel of this lavish facility is the Aquamar Spa Terrace, an open-air deck of 

plush loungers, plunge pools and whirlpool spas, all with soothing views of the sea. 

Relax on the terrace prior to a spa treatment to prepare your mind and body or linger 

there afterward to bask in the serenity. 
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P O O L  D E C K 

A Tranquil Oasis
Allura’s Pool Deck mirrors the beauty of the surrounding 

sea. Taking its cue from natural environments that 

inspire tranquillity, the design brings together organic 

textures and calming tones to create an idyllic onboard 

escape that connects you to the sea. Relax in the luxury 

of a shaded cabana overlooking the serene scene, or 

lounge on a daybed at the water’s edge until you’re 

ready for a refreshing swim.
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From delightful hors d’oeuvres to diverse entrées and delectable desserts,  

The Finest Cuisine at Sea takes on a newly indulgent and seductive appeal.

Accented by striking architectural elements and sculptural lighting,  

new dining options on Allura are works of art, with curated menus ranging 

from acclaimed favourites to globally inspired innovations.

a tantalising  
CULINARY 

JOURNEY
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taste
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T H E  G R A N D  D I N I N G  R O O M 

Dining in Grand Style
The grande dame of the Oceania Cruises culinary 

world, The Grand Dining Room evokes the ambience 

of a sophisticated European hotel’s fi est chandelier-

studded restaurant. While our Executive Culinary 

Director Jacques Pépin’s herb-crusted rotisserie chicken 

is legendary, a cornucopia of global journeys awaits 

as well. Fork-tender tournedos Rossini with decadent 

foie gras and truf�e sauce. Buttery salmon tartare with 

lemony sushi rice. An impossibly rich lobster bisque with 

silky notes of Armagnac cream. In The Grand Dining 

Room, the world is your oyster every night.



Jacques Pépin

Oceania Cruises’ Executive Culinary Director since 2003, 

Master Chef Jacques Pépin has long inspired our culinary 

team and our culinary passions. An internationally 

renowned chef, author of more than 30 cookbooks and 

host of 13 PBS television series, he served as personal 

chef to three French heads of state, including Charles 

de Gaulle. He is also the recipient of countless awards, 

including the American Public Television Lifetime 

Achievement Award and La Légion d’Honneur, France’s 

highest civilian honour. In 2016, Master Chef Pépin and 

his closest family founded the Jacques Pépin Foundation 

to share Jacques’ passion for cooking and mastery of 

technique with economically disadvantaged individuals 

in order to encourage them to seek pathways of success 

through culinary professionalism.

 27 
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E M B E R 

Pure American Traditions
Welcome to Ember, where savoury American classics 

come to life with a modern twist. Our diverse menu 

showcases fresh, seasonal ingredients transformed 

into mouthwatering dishes by the fi est culinary team 

at sea, while the atmosphere re�ects the effortlessly 

laid-back nature of a family-run Sonoma tasting room. 

Try our blackened crab cake with corn salsa or savour 

the porcini-dusted bone-in ribeye with foie gras-truf�e 

demi-glace. For dessert, indulge in a roasted apple tart 

with Humphry Slocombe sweet summer corn ice cream. 

In a warm enclave of graceful service and meticulous 

attention to detail, each of the timeless dishes shines. At 

Ember, delight in the pure and uncomplicated pleasure 

of delicious cuisine.
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P O L O  G R I L L 

The Classic Steakhouse
Discover a classic steakhouse in the grand tradition 

that seduces with an alluring herb-smoked aroma of 

the finest seared cuts of beef from around the world 

and leaves you searching for Dean Martin or 

Frank Sinatra at the next table. Indulgent Kobe 

beef, slow-roasted prime rib au jus and juicy grilled 

Colorado rack of lamb tempt your taste buds while 

side dishes, such as cheesy potatoes au gratin, garlicky 

sautéed mushrooms persillade and, naturally, a sharp 

Caesar salad prepared tableside, earn pride of place. 
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T O S C A N A 

An Old World of 
New Pleasures
Imagine the Venetian glass, Carrara marble and Versace 

china of the finest restaurants in the world along Via 

Ghibellina in Florence living in harmony with inventive, 

Tuscan-inspired cuisine reminiscent of a stone villa 

overlooking the medieval towers of San Gimignano. 

Welcome to Toscana, where each dish reflects the 

passionate touch of an Italian nonna’s flour-dusted 

hands. Savour slow wine-braised osso buco, pillowy 

hand-rolled gnocchi with pesto and crisp pan-seared 

sea bass splashed with tart Sorrento lemon and capers.
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R E D  G I N G E R 

Exotic and Unforgettable
Surrounded by intricate wooden screens, vibrant floor lamps and supple 

upholstered chairs, you can be forgiven for thinking you’ve stepped into a raffish 

Singaporean hotel from the last century. Red Ginger is a Pan-Asian wonder, 

where a blend of Thai, Korean, Japanese and other Asian specialities effortlessly 

combines tradition and innovation. Uncover the ritual of hand-rolled sushi 

introduced in the Edo period, the succulent, curried spice of Malaysian beef 

penang and the layered flavours of miso-glazed sea bass wrapped in a hoba leaf.
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P R I V É E 

Wine Experiences 
by La Reserve
Privée is our intimate venue for unforgettable wine 

experiences by La Reserve. Guests can choose from 

two distinctive and unique multi-course pairing 

dinners – the truly one-of-a-kind Dom Pérignon 

Experience that pairs special Champagne vintages 

with thoughtfully crafted dishes or the exquisitely 

curated Odyssey Menu that is a gustatory journey for 

the senses. Dramatically backlit, debossed walls and a 

blooming flower petal ceiling, from which a dramatic 

chandelier descends over the polished marble slab 

dining table, only enhance the indulgent occasion.  

A wall of floor-to-ceiling glass provides an exhilarating 

view to complement these magnificent dining 

experiences that can literally traverse continents. 

37 
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A Q U A M A R  K I T C H E N 

Wellness Meets Indulgence
At Aquamar Kitchen, the harmony of nourishing 

flavours, a bright and airy ambience evoking an 

endless Mediterranean summer and just the right 

amount of indulgence revitalise your body and your 

spirit. Mindfully prepared breakfast selections feature 

energising cold-pressed raw juices and super-food 

smoothies, satisfying avocado toasts, energy bowls, 

banana pancakes and savoury omelettes. For lunch, 

dozens of tempting and balanced dishes are offered, 

such as a hearty Lebanese bowl with beef kefta, falafel, 

muhammara, fattoush, aubergine caviar and pita 

bread; yellowfin tacos with white cabbage slaw; or 

even a crunchy chicken sandwich on a freshly baked 

whole grain bun. The chic seaside-inspired setting 

paired with a diverse collection of fresh, vibrant dishes 

is perfectly indulgent – without any of the guilt.
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T E R R A C E  C A F É 

Tempting International Fare
With an inviting dining room and shaded patio, Terrace Café takes on the 

ease of a treasured holiday home’s sun-drenched conservatory and seaside 

terrace. At breakfast, revel in the aroma of freshly baked cinnamon rolls 

and made-to-order omelettes and waffles. During lunch, sample flavourful 

international dishes, juicy rotisserie meats and perfectly grilled seafood.  

In the evening, grilled lobster tail, barbecued pork chop and fresh hand-cut 

sushi are among the many choices on offer. And of course, locally inspired 

specialities are a hallmark of our Chef’s Market Dinners. 
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W A V E S  G R I L L 

Poolside Alfresco Magic
On the deck of a cherished Malibu beach house, the 

magic begins with the grill. Likewise, Waves Grill is a 

shaded poolside dining spot serving made-to-order 

all-American favourites from lunch until late into the 

afternoon. Taste the richness of a Wagyu burger with 

juicy tomatoes and a savoury black truffle sauce. The 

seasoned fries are irresistible while the light crunch 

of fresh coleslaw is the perfect complement to the 

herb-marinated mahi mahi. For dessert, try a thick 

hand-dipped milkshake or one of the new, whimsical 

ice cream flavours by Humphry Slocombe, such as the 

mouthwatering Secret Breakfast pairing of bourbon  

and cornflake cookies.
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Trattoria Under the Stars 

Each evening as if by culinary alchemy, Waves Grill  

is transformed into an authentic Neapolitan trattoria 

with the pizza oven at the epicentre. Imagine you are in 

Capri overlooking the twinkling lights of Naples, as the 

divine aroma of fresh pizza dough baking in a classic 

wood-fired forno wafts among the bougainvillea. Set the 

tone with a glass of dry Chianti, and then savour sweet 

and spicy dry-rubbed chicken wings, tender pork ribs or 

rosemary focaccia with lush burrata, plump tomatoes, 

peppery arugula and bold balsamic dressing. Pizza 

creations feature delectable toppings ranging from floral 

black olives and oaky truffles to fiery chorizo and tart 

lemon chicken. No matter your selection, your palate will 

heartily approve.
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B A R I S T A S 

Sublime Coffee with Sea Views
Combine the stylish flair of a Viennese coffee house with the warm smiles of 

your neighbourhood café, then add 270-degree shimmering sea views and 

you have Baristas, a relaxed haven for coffee and fresh pastry aficionados. 

Sip complimentary illy® delights, enjoying the energising kick of an espresso 

or the smooth richness of a cappuccino. Accompany the perfect cup with 

a buttery dark chocolate croissant or the sublime citrus hints of an orange 

biscotti. Whether you are drawn to a bold macchiato or a subtle iced latte,  

you will be captivated by the atmosphere of friendship and family that  

suffuses Baristas.
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Freshly Baked 

The enticing aroma of freshly baked pastries will draw 

guests from Baristas to Allura’s new Bakery just steps 

away. The perfect complement to your coffee might 

just be a French or Italian speciality fresh from the oven. 

Perhaps you’ll sample a flaky, ricotta-filled sfogliatella, a 

confection that hails from the Italian region of Campania. 

If you prefer a French pâtisserie, you might select a 

decadent chocolate and almond croissant. Whatever 

your choice, you cannot go wrong when indulging in a 

delicacy created by our skilled pastry chefs.

 45 
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H O R I Z O N S 

Cherished Afternoon Tea
Promptly at four o’clock, the parade of gleaming  

four-tiered pastry carts begins in Horizons. Savour 

freshly made, flavourful smoked salmon and egg salad 

finger sandwiches. Enjoy mirror-glazed petits fours, 

tender scones with rich clotted cream and, of course, 

a wide assortment of fine teas. Soak in the ambience 

of polished silver teapots reflecting the turquoise sea, 

sunlight streaming through walls of glass, the precision 

of white-gloved servers and the amusing enigma of a 

string quartet playing the Beatles. You’ll quickly realise 

that this is how afternoon tea should be.
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When the sun kisses the boundless sea and twilight gives way to a 

glittering dome of constellations, a stunning array of stars illuminates the 

stages and lounges of Allura. Whether you gravitate toward the glamour 

of the Monte Carlo-inspired Casino or ensconce yourself in the luxurious 

surroundings of the Allura Lounge for an innovative production show, 

intriguing cabaret or sophisticated comedian, evenings are sure to amaze.

From comic relief to cerebral pursuits, the luminous charms of Allura are 

endless. Guest speakers provide enlightenment on topics tailored to your 

journey. Explore global cuisine with hands-on cooking classes or learn  

the essence of painting techniques. In this new world of self-discovery, 

each day becomes more ful�lling than the last.

prepare  
TO BE 

DAZZLED
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entertain
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captivating

EN T ERTA I NM EN T
A BOU NDS 

Entertainment that both captivates and inspires 

demands a kaleidoscope of talent orchestrated into 

something truly magical. Aboard Allura, that curated 

confl ence achieves utter enchantment. Discover an 

enticing array of star-studded performers gleaned 

from Broadway and the West End in lively and 

adventurous production shows, each with its own 

unique personality. Soloists, exceptional leaders in 

their �elds, effortlessly mesmerise audiences while 

headliners with impeccable credentials elevate 

favourite songs to new levels. 

Embrace your own moment to shine. Surrender to your 

inner rhythm at a joy-�lled disco party and unleash 

your inner diva with a rousing karaoke performance. 

Celebrate your journey with an exuberant deck soirée, 

relish the classical serenity of a string quartet with an 

aperitif in hand or sing along with a lively pianist in 

Martinis. The world is yours for the taking.
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F O U N D E R S  B A R 

Sip the Good Life
Founders Bar, perhaps the most exclusive venue 

on Allura, is the chic hotspot where one goes to be 

noticed. Where else could you order ready-made 

Negronis that come straight from a wooden barrel, 

imparting an oaky undertone that whispers of old 

world secrets? Vapour-�lled bubbles with aromatic 

�avours are infused in cocktails, bringing a unique twist 

to both classic and contemporary concoctions. Aged 

bourbons with hints of caramel and vanilla and grassy, 

spicy ryes have been hand-selected from the most 

distinguished distilleries. Or settle into a snug armchair 

and watch your cocktail of choice be prepared 

tableside. At Founders Bar, anything is possible.
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MI XOLOGY 
enticing cocktail experiences

Oceania Cruises doesn’t just serve The Finest Cuisine 

at Sea; we now have a mixology series to match that 

introduces new concepts, cocktails and experiences 

throughout the ship. Choose encompassing 

amusements ranging from lively libations at the 

Bubbly Bar or Ultimate Bloody Mary Bar to flavourful 

and refreshing zero-proof cocktails.  An impressive 

selection of new premium spirits, unique curated 

pairing menus and a bountiful cellar of low- and  

no-sugar wines inspire a deeper appreciation for  

the finer things in life. Rediscover the art of the  

cocktail among newfound friends and cherish a  

time-honoured shipboard tradition that takes on  

an exciting fashionable flair.

55 
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irresistible

ENR ICH M EN T 

Legendary French author Marcel Proust once opined, 

“The real voyage of discovery consists not in seeking 

new landscapes, but in having new eyes.” From the 

amusing to the cerebral, Allura will help you see your 

world from a new perspective. Learn from celebrated 

guest speakers how French Impressionists forever 

changed the world of art. Discern the nuances of 

Champagne makers’ techniques with a special tasting. 

Discover the depths of your knowledge with trivia 

tournaments or fli t with Mensa membership through 

challenging quizzes. Understand the vast epicurean 

history of entire regions with the acclaimed Chef 

Instructors in The Culinary Center. Feel the creative 

vibe of the Artist Loft, master digital photography and 

social media in LYNC Digital Center or embrace the 

individuality of newfound friends. 
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T H E  C U L I N A R Y  C E N T E R  &  C U L I N A R Y  D I S C O V E R Y  T O U R S 

Taste Your World
The Culinary Center on board Allura feels like a lavish entertainment kitchen where 

a fabulous dinner party might break out at any moment. Thanks to the passion and 

enthusiasm of your Chef Instructors, each class does feel like a party. Master chefs 

demonstrate techniques and lead you step by step through recipes that re�ect the 

culinary traditions of the destinations where we sail. At your own fully equipped 

workstation in this state-of-the-art teaching kitchen, you actually prepare each dish 

yourself. Select ports also offer Culinary Discovery Tours, during which you can join 

our chefs ashore to immerse yourself in the local culinary culture.
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Epicurean Secrets 
Every meal tells a story and every chef is a storyteller. In this unique studio, study their secrets and 

taste their triumphs. Attend a workshop and learn the nuances of �avours that allow you to create 

the perfect cheese course. Discover the distinct traits of the world’s spices and how to assemble the 

perfect spice pantry. Learn how the Silk Road and the Age of Exploration have helped foods travel 

the globe, infl encing cultures and sparking confl cts. Develop a new appreciation for the art of 

winemaking. Behind every dish is a complex narrative. What story will you tell?

C H E F ’ S  S T U D I O  A T 
T H E  C U L I N A R Y  C E N T E R 
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Creative Explorations 
A wall of windows opens onto seascapes that are sure to inspire your inner artist at the Artist Loft, 

where talented Artists in Residence offer step-by-step instruction in the visual arts. With their 

expert guidance, you might try your hand at oil painting, watercolour, collage or photography. 

Perhaps you’ll discover the perfect medium to channel the creativity inspired by your travels and 

capture the essence of your enlightening experiences ashore. Classes vary by sailing but always 

promise to leave you with a unique memento of your voyage aboard Allura.

A R T I S T  L O F T 
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Interactive Enrichment Classes 
The LYNC Digital Center aboard Allura is all about connection. Join us for an interactive and fun 

enrichment series that connects you with friends and family on social media, elevates the quality 

of your photos and more. Complimentary digital learning classes, spanning all levels and ranging 

from social media essentials to travel photography and smartphone videography, are hosted by a 

knowledgeable Digital Concierge in our innovative digital centre. LYNC also features comfortable 

seating, expansive video monitors and technical support so you can stay connected to life on 

board, ashore and at home.

LY N C 
D I G I T A L  C E N T E R 
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Cavalcade of Talent 
Our entertainment architects have engineered a space with the best possible acoustics and visual 

lines to provide a home worthy of the engaging talent that you will witness in the Allura Lounge. 

During the daytime, experts in their �elds – from diplomats to chefs to historians – enlighten you 

with enrichment programmes that provide insight into the regions you are exploring. After the sun 

sets, the Allura Lounge presents a new line-up of entertainment to enthral the audience, including 

sophisticated cabarets, world-class musicians, dynamic vocalists and exclusive headliners.

A L LU R A  L O U N G E  
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Relax into the warm embrace of Allura’s suites and staterooms and discover 

the essence of luxury.

These residential-inspired accommodations nurture a sense of well-being, 

all while acknowledging the enchantment of the sea with every suite and 

stateroom featuring a private veranda. Solo travellers enjoy a dedicated 

category of Concierge Level Staterooms. 

a true seagoing  
HOME
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sanctuary
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Butler Services Exclusively in Owner’s, Vista, Oceania and Penthouse Suites 

n	 Course-by-course in-suite dining+

n	 Order in from any of our  
speciality restaurants+

n	 Coordination of shoreside dinner  
and entertainment reservations

n	 Last-minute luggage collection 
+Certain limitations apply

n	 Packing and unpacking upon request
n	 Complimentary garment pressing+

n	 Complimentary shoeshine service
n	 Gourmet evening canapés
n	 Special services upon request

S U I T E S 

Luxurious Seagoing Residences
With a metropolitan �air and spacious character akin to a treasured coastal 

residence, the Owner’s, Vista, Oceania and Penthouse Suites aboard Allura welcome 

you with expansive private verandas, sumptuous bedding, lavish baths and an 

abundance of living and dining spaces. As you would expect, your personal Butler 

is the mere press of a button away. In the nearby Executive Lounge, accessed by 

keycard and staffed with a dedicated Concierge, discover a new sense of well-being 

and holistic comfort.
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Suite Privileges
In addition to Stateroom amenities

n Priority 11 am ship embarkation with priority luggage delivery+

n FREE laundry service – up to 3 bags per stateroom++

n Exclusive card-only access to private Executive Lounge staffed 
by a dedicated Concierge featuring complimentary soft drinks, 
coffees and snacks  throughout the day

n 24-hour Butler service
n Complimentary welcome bottle of Champagne
n Priority online speciality restaurant reservations
n Unlimited access to the Aquamar Spa Terrace
n Complimentary Oceania Cruises logo tote bag
n Cashmere lap blankets

+Penthouse Suites board at noon 
++Up to 20 garments per laundry bag; additional restrictions apply 
Smoking in suites, staterooms and on verandas is strictly prohibited

Exclusive Luxuries
Available in Owner’s, Vista & Oceania Suites

n Optional private in-suite embarkation day lunch from noon 
to 2 pm in Owner’s Suites

n Complimentary in-suite bar setup with 6 full-size bottles of 
your choice of premium spirits and wines from our  
suite beverage menu

n Fresh fruit basket replenished daily
n Bulgari gift set and a variety of amenities
n Choice of daily printed newspaper
n Personalised stationery
n Choice of pillow from a luxurious selection
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OS | OWNER’S SUITE

familiar luxury
Allura’s three 223-square-metre+ Owner’s Suites span 

the full beam of the ship and boast expansive walls  

of glass that summon the sapphire seas beyond. These 

holiday retreats are styled exclusively in designer 

fabrics and furnishings that exude opulence yet  

evoke the comforts of home to create a familiar luxury. 

Savour an in-suite repast in the elegant dining room 

and then indulge in convivial conversation in the 

stylish living area. In the master bedroom, bask in 

relaxation with a plush king-size bed and a bathroom 

featuring spa-calibre facilities. Expansive verandas 

off the living room and master bedroom invite you to 

survey the world from the pinnacle of luxurious living. 

Keep your eyes on the horizon for additional details on 

the curated décor of the Owner’s Suites.

+Owner’s Suite square metres varies according to deck location.
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VS | VISTA SUITE 

welcoming waterfront estates
A proper holiday home always boasts a waterfront location, 

and the eight Vista Suites are no exception. Each features 

sweeping ocean views and measures 135 to nearly  

172 square metres. The focus is on the world outside,  

with subtle tones complementing the indigo blues of the 

sea and luminescent cerulean sky. An airy living room, 

dining room, bar and master suite, all out�tted in gleaming 

marbles, dynamic granite and weathered oak, open to 

expansive teak verandas. A separate bathroom for guests 

offers every convenience when entertaining friends. The 

sublime bedroom features a plush king-size bed, spacious 

wardrobe and dressing area. A sun-dappled master bath 

with double vanities, a rainforest shower and a porcelain 

soaking tub rivals any shoreside home.
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OC | OCEANIA SUITE

inviting metropolitan residences
A smartly appointed �at on Central Park East is the 

inspiration for each of the 14 Oceania Suites. Informal, 

inviting and exquisite, these comfortable enclaves 

average approximately 93 to 111 square metres, 

providing ample space for gracious entertaining.  

The glow of the emerald sea embraces the private teak 

veranda outside the living room and bedroom, while a 

generous king-size bed and a soaking tub and shower 

in the marble-sheathed bathroom provide a respite 

from everyday cares.

If the mood to entertain strikes, a cosy private study 

that can serve as a comfortable guest studio and a 

stylish guest bathroom stand ready.
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PH1-PH3 | PENTHOUSE SUITE

enclaves in the sky
Penthouses are, by design, reserved for those who 

appreciate the fi er things in life. Appealing and 

with an abundance of space, the Penthouse Suite 

experience is both tranquil and familiar. Elegant 

residential furnishings and a calming colour palette 

are reminiscent of a home ashore, yet fi e fabrics 

and rich upholstery soothing to the touch add a dash 

of exotic elegance. With everyday luxuries such as a 

walk-in closet and an oversized bathroom featuring 

dual vanities and a rainforest shower, every bit of the 

Penthouse Suite’s 41 square metres has been utilised. 

Lest one forget the location of this warm and inviting 

enclave, a captivating private veranda overlooks the 

everchanging seascape.
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C O N C I E R G E  L E V E L 

Experience Exclusivity
The allure of exclusive amenities is a powerful call, answered in sublime luxury and 

extraordinary value with our Concierge Level Staterooms. Go beyond the comforts 

of home with bene�ts such as an enhanced room service menu featuring lunch 

and dinner creations from The Grand Dining Room. Enjoy unlimited access to the 

serenity of the Aquamar Spa Terrace and exclusive keycard access to the private 

Concierge Lounge staffed with a dedicated Concierge. As if the ample space and 

luxury of your oceanside residence weren’t impressive enough, thoughtful extra 

touches such as complimentary garment pressing and free laundry service will 

scatter your worldly cares among the sea breezes.

Concierge Lounge 
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+Up to 20 garments per laundry bag; additional restrictions apply
++Certain limitations apply

Smoking in suites, staterooms and on verandas is strictly prohibited

n Expanded lunch and dinner room service menu 
from The Grand Dining Room

n Priority noon ship embarkation
n FREE laundry service – up to 3 bags per stateroom+

n Exclusive card-only access to private Concierge Lounge staffed 
by a dedicated Concierge featuring complimentary soft drinks, 
coffees and snacks throughout the day

n Complimentary welcome bottle of Champagne
n Priority online speciality restaurant reservations
n Unlimited access to the Aquamar Spa Terrace
n Complimentary Oceania Cruises logo tote bag
n Cashmere lap blankets, perfect for relaxing on your veranda
n Complimentary pressing of garments upon embarkation++

n Complimentary shoeshine service

Concierge Level Privileges
In addition to Stateroom amenities



A1-A4 | CONCIERGE LEVEL VERANDA STATEROOM

the luxury of privilege
Like a cherished Saint-Tropez bungalow, comforting shades of fawn and rich creams are the 

backdrop to the vibrant colours of sea and sky viewed from the large private veranda. With 27  

generous square metres at their fi gertips, our designers have crafted a relaxing sitting area, sizeable 

closet and an indulgent marble bath with a walk-in rainforest shower. A queen-size Tranquility 

Bed, reminiscent of those found in the fi est holiday villas, promises a night of undisturbed sleep. 

Exclusive Concierge Level amenities, such as room service from The Grand Dining Room and free 

laundry services, are essential elements of the Concierge Level experience.
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S | CONCIERGE LEVEL SOLO VERANDA STATEROOM 

indulgent solitude 
Those who choose to travel solo deserve a home at sea that is designed exclusively for their 

needs. Allura’s new Concierge Level Solo Veranda Staterooms imbue warmth and tranquillity 

yet are spacious nods to contemporary living. A comfortable sitting area is as cosy as a favourite 

cashmere sweater, a private veranda calls for a moment of seaside re�ection, and the separate 

sleeping area, bath and ample storage allow for unencumbered rejuvenation at the end of a day 

of discovery. A full array of Concierge Level amenities awaits, from free laundry service to keycard 

access to the exclusive Concierge Lounge.
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S T A T E R O O M S 

Abundant Luxury
From the moment you fi st set eyes upon the soft, neutral tones inspired by an 

abundance of natural light, you’ll feel as though you’ve entered a sleek Parisian 

pied-à-terre or contemporary London �at. Like her sister ship Vista, all staterooms 

on board Allura open to a private veranda and limitless sea views. Creating a sense 

of well-being and comfort was the ethos of each design decision, from luxurious 

residential furnishings to thoughtful accents and engaging artwork. An inviting 

separate sitting area, a queen-size bed and a large bath are hallmarks of each, 

evoking the feeling of a stylish home away from home.
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n Tranquility Bed, an Oceania Cruises exclusive, with 
1,000-thread-count linens+

n FREE soft drinks replenished daily in your refrigerated mini-bar
n FREE still and sparkling Vero Water
n Private teak veranda++

n Bulgari amenities 
n FREE room service menu 24 hours a day
n Twice-daily maid service 
n Gourmet chocolates with turndown service
n Interactive television system with on-demand movies, 

weather and more
n Wireless Internet access and cellular service
n Writing desk and stationery 
n Plush cotton towels, robes and slippers
n Handheld hair dryer 
n Security safe

+King-size bed (cannot be converted into twin beds) for Owner’s, Vista 
and Oceania Suites and queen-size bed for all other suites and staterooms 
(Tranquility Bed available for purchase at OceaniaBedCollection.com)
++Featured with all Veranda Staterooms 

Smoking in suites, staterooms and on verandas is strictly prohibited

Stateroom Amenities



B1-B4 | VERANDA STATEROOM

spacious and inviting 
Like the ubiquitous little black dress, timeless elegance is a universal staple of Allura’s Veranda 

Staterooms. Within an expansive 27 square metres, residential warmth is re�ected in soothing 

neutral shades with splashes of sienna. High-tech amenities and ample closet space are de rigueur. 

The embrace of a lush queen-size bed is complemented by a lavishly appointed bathroom with a 

large vanity and captivating rainforest shower. A comfortable sitting area is a relaxing prelude to 

time spent on the private veranda, watching the world glide past.
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B5 | FRENCH VERANDA STATEROOM 

embrace the sea 
A seaside home should joyously enfold the ocean, and in every French Veranda Stateroom,  

that promise is ful�lled. Fling open a �oor-to-ceiling glass door that opens onto the graceful 

banister of the French veranda and transform your entire residence into an open-air terrace 

reminiscent of a chic hillside villa on the Côte d’Azur. These spacious havens feature an enticing 

queen-size bed, separate sitting area and comfortable furnishings that exude relaxation and 

a sense of the familiar. Attention to detail is meticulous, including a roomy bathroom with an 

indulgent rainforest shower.
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SHIP’S SPECIFICATIONS

Year Built: 2025
Gross Tonnage: 68,000 
Length: 241 metres
Beam: 32 metres
Cruising Speed: 20 knots
Guest Decks: 11
Guest Capacity: 1,200
Staff Size: 800
Guest-to-Staff Ratio: 1.5 to 1
Nationality of Officers: European
Country of Registry: Marshall Islands

SYMBOL LEGEND

STATEROOM COLOUR LEGEND

Restrooms
Elevator
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Connecting Staterooms 
Wheelchair Accessible
Triple with Sofa Bed

A L L U R A 

Deck Plans
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M E D I T E R R A N E A N  

Alluring Vistas
Ful�l your wanderlust with a journey of discovery in  

the Mediterranean aboard the magni�cent Allura,  

a ship that will redefi e your travel experiences.  

Both timeless favourites and magical less-travelled 

ports grace Allura’s unique itineraries in this captivating 

corner of Europe. Explore the endless treasures 

of Italy, where ancient ruins and exquisite cuisine 

intertwine effortlessly. Glide through the stunning 

Greek Isles, where picturesque villages and turquoise 

waters become a winsome wonderland. Set foot on 

the historical lands of Turkey, where vibrant bazaars 

and architectural marvels beckon. From the spiritual 

enclaves of Jerusalem to the vibrant tapestry of 

Spain and the romantic allure of France, each voyage 

illuminates the vast spectrum of cultures and history 

across the Mediterranean. 
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Maiden Voyage 
ATHENS  

to ISTANBUL 
7 Days | 8 Jun 2025

Experience the surprisingly varied expressions  

of Greek culture across the Aegean Sea,  

from Santorini’s whitewashed dwellings and the 

bougainvillea-bedecked streets of Rhodes to Ephesus’ 

extraordinary Library of Celsus.

ISTANBUL

Santorini Rhodes

Ephesus

Heraklion

Bodrum

Canakkale

ATHENS



For information and details, please see voyages on 
OceaniaCruises.com

featured SHORE EXCURSION

itinerary

FREE Shore Excursions
FREE Champagne, Wine & More
FREE Gourmet Speciality Dining
FREE Unlimited WiFi
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BODRUM, TURKEY
Bodrum Peninsula & Vineyards
Enjoy a tasting at Mor Salkim, a boutique winery 
known for its well-respected premium wines 
that has helped revive the craft of winemaking 
on the Bodrum Peninsula. The experience will 
reveal much about the local terroir, the winery’s 
sustainable production and the renaissance of 
Turkish wines.

DAY PORT ARRIVE    DEPART

8 Jun Athens (Piraeus), Greece Embark 1 pm 9 pm
9 Jun Santorini, Greece 8 am 10 pm
10 Jun Heraklion (Crete), Greece 7 am 7 pm
11 Jun Rhodes, Greece 7 am 7 pm
12 Jun Bodrum, Turkey 9 am 7 pm
13 Jun Ephesus (Kusadasi), Turkey 7 am 4 pm
14 Jun Canakkale (Troy), Turkey 8 am 4 pm
15 Jun Istanbul, Turkey Disembark 8 am

US$600 simply MORE SHORE EXCURSION CREDIT

Bodrum

Ephesus  

Santorini

FARES PER
GUEST FROM:

FULL 
BROCHURE 

FARE 

simply
MORE

fare

Penthouse Suite €5,599 €4,599 

Concierge Level Veranda €4,589 €3,589 

Veranda Stateroom €4,349 €3,349 

French Veranda €4,149 €3,149 
All offers and fares are subject to Terms & Conditions.



EXQUISITELY CRAFTED CUISINE. CURATED TRAVEL EXPERIENCES. SMALL SHIP LUXURY.

FOLLOW THE EXPERIENCE

EXQUISITELY CRAFTED CUISINE. CURATED TRAVEL EXPERIENCES. SMALL SHIP LUXURY.

FOLLOW THE EXPERIENCE



Allura .
2025 INAUGURAL SEASON


